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A STARTING POINT
‘Defamation’ intended to prompt serious conversation
By Tracy Carbasho

The word “defamation” is often
associated with lawsuits, but a nationally
acclaimed theatrical production
coming to Pittsburgh in October is
using the term to inspire conversations
about the timely issues of race, gender
and religion. 

“All of the issues discussed in the
play are relevant in the practice of
law,” said Quinntarra Morant, chair of
the ACBA Homer S. Brown Division.
“Many people just don’t know where
to begin, so these very serious issues are
often not discussed or even recognized.”

The play, appropriately titled
“Defamation,” will be performed by
actors from Canamac Productions on
Oct. 14 in the Teplitz Memorial Moot
Courtroom on the ground floor of the
University of Pittsburgh School of Law. 

Morant notes the event, which is
described by the production company
as an “old-fashioned courtroom
drama,” also is open to the public. 

“The purpose is to bring various
groups together to have a candid
discussion around these issues,” she
said. “We want people to know it’s OK
and necessary to have the tough
conversations with people from all
walks of life, and we shouldn’t be so
quick to pass judgement.”

Canamac Productions, based in
Winnetka, Ill., contacted the ACBA
this summer about the possibility of
including Pittsburgh on its tour schedule.
HSBD council members agreed it
would be a worthwhile project.

The production’s website –
www.defamationtheplay.com –
advertises “Defamation” as a “play
that explores the highly charged

issues of race, religion, gender, class
and the law with a twist: the audience
is the jury. Through deliberations and
post-show discussions, audiences engage
in civil discourse that challenges
pre-conceived notions.”

The premise of the 70-minute play
is a civil suit involving an African-
American woman who sues a Jewish
real estate developer for defamation.
The legal issue that must be decided is
whether or not the woman was falsely
accused of stealing the man’s watch

and whether she suffered subsequent
financial harm.  

Following the performance, the
audience will be polled to determine
how many people support the plaintiff
and how many believe the defendant.
Then, members of the audience 
will discuss the case and the issues 
it brings to light before rendering a
final verdict. Morant hopes to 
draft questions to actively engage
attendees and assist them in reaching
their verdict.

Morant is grateful to the organi-
zations and individuals who have
sponsored and helped organize the event.
She and Alysia Keating, director of
diversity and gender equality for the
ACBA, have spearheaded the ground
work to ensure the event attracts 
a large turnout and produces 
meaningful discussions. 

Primary sponsors are the HSBD,
the University of Pittsburgh and the

Continued on page 6

YLD recognized with four ABA awards 
By Laura Bunting

Continuing a tradition of excellence,
the ACBA Young Lawyers Division
once again earned national honors
during the American Bar Association’s
annual meeting last month in San
Francisco. Our YLD won either first-
or second-place awards in all four
Awards of Achievement categories in
which we applied.

The American Bar Association
awarded the ACBA YLD with:

• first place in Service to the Bar
for Mind Your Manners: How to Get
(and Keep) Your Legal Career,

• first place in the newsletter 
category for Point of Law,

• second place for Service to the
Bar for Fairy Tale Mock Trials and 

• second place for the YLD’s 
comprehensive programming for 2015-16.

Congratulations are due to YLD
2015-16 Chair Michaelene Weimer
Rose and everyone whose work
helped continue our tradition of being
honored by our peers for providing
quality programming. 

Continued on page 7

PHOTO BY JAMES YATES

The cast of Canamac Productions brings the thought-provoking drama “Defamation” to Pittsburgh on Oct. 14.
Following the performance, audience members will discuss the issues of race, religion, gender, class and
the law.

PHOTO BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

YLD Chair Laura Bunting displays two first-place Awards of Achievement
that the American Bar Association bestowed upon the ACBA Young
Lawyers Division last month. In addition to being recognized for
three specific programs, the YLD was honored for the scope of its 
2015-16 programming.
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Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you (attorneys or law students) have
observed or experienced any form of gender
bias in your role as an attorney or law
student intern, you may contact any one of
the following members of the Gender Bias
Subcommittee of the Women in the Law
Division on a daily basis. The duty officers
will keep your report confidential and will
discuss with you actions available through
the subcommittee.

Kimberly Brown......................412-394-7995

Rhoda Neft ..............................412-406-5434

Jill M. Weimer ........................412-201-7632

Ethics Hotline
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee
“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee
Members to answer ethical questions by
telephone on a daily basis.

September
John F. Becker ........................412-921-1605

James G. Gordon ....................412-232-0333

Cathy Martin ..........................412-586-6118

October
Nancy L. Heilman ..................412-297-4900

Romel L. Nicholas ..................412-391-6920

Mark Vuono ............................412-471-1800

Michael D. McDowell, Esq.
Arbitrator and Mediator

labor • employment • securities
commercial • energy

www.ArbitrationsAndMediations.com

• Over Thirty Years of Experience 
in Alternative Dispute Resolution 
and Complex Litigation

• Member, National Academy of Arbitrators

PO Box 15054  •  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15237

MMcDowell@ArbitrationsAndMediations.com

412-260-5151
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THE FULL TEXT AND/OR HEADNOTES FOR THE CASES BELOW APPEAR IN
THE ONLINE, SEARCHABLE PLJ OPINIONS LOCATED AT WWW.ACBA.ORG.

PHOTO BY MARK HIGGS

Cynthia Caldwell, chair of the Nonpracticing Attorneys and Legal Professionals Committee; Chair-Elect Jason
Green and Lori McMaster enjoy happy hour. The committee hosted the after-hours event on Sept. 1 at
McCormick & Schmick’s to provide an opportunity to learn more about its members.

Nonpracticing Attorneys and
Legal Professionals Committee

Frances K. Gayler v. John E. Gayler, Bubash, J. .........................................................................................................................................Page 261
Equitable Distribution—Premarital Assets

Sandra Drosnes v. Eddie Chi Keung Chung and Grandy W. Chung, O’Reilly, J. .....................................................................................Page 263
Premises Liability—Default Judgment

Defendant’s effort to secure insurance coverage not a basis to open default judgment for failure to answer.

Nakia Cartagena v. Riverlift Industries, Inc., a Pennsylvania Corporation,
and Campbell Transportation Company, Inc., a Pennsylvania Corporation, O’Reilly, J. ........................................................................Page 264
Personal Injury—Slip and Fall

Dock owner dismissed where it did not own or place the ladder Plaintiff was injured on while descending into a barge.

Donald Loveridge and Kathleen Loveridge, husband and wife v.
L&E Concrete Pumping, Inc. v.
Ligonier Stone & Lime Company t/d/b/a Ligonier Stone & Lime Concrete Company and Kulser Masonry, Inc., O’Reilly, J. .........Page 264
Personal Injury—Contract—Negligence—Employment

Concrete pumping machine rental terms and conditions agreement between defendant and injured plaintiff ’s employer did not waive
employer’s immunity under the PA Worker’s Compensation Act.

Robert Ortense v. Jeannene Schanz, O’Brien, J. ..........................................................................................................................................Page 265
Animal—Personal Injury—Premises Liability

Summary judgment granted where the inherent risk in standing on one leg next to a glass table and playful 70-80 pound dog was as
obvious to plaintiff as to defendant and no jury could find otherwise regardless of whether plaintiff was a licensee or business invitee.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Jon Lee, Manning, P.J. .........................................................................................................................Page 267
Criminal Appeal—Suppression—Decertification—Custody—Credibility of Witnesses

Juvenile defendant’s involvement in a planned, violent, armed robbery established a continuing threat such that juvenile court was inappropriate.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Joshua Bavin, Rangos, J. ....................................................................................................................Page 269
Criminal Appeal—POSS/PWID—Suppression—Sentencing (Legality)—Weight of the Evidence—Waiver—Right to Confront Witnesses—
Alleyne—Constructive Possession

Mandatory sentence based on weight of drugs is unconstitutional.
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My favorite idea is vacation. I am
constantly amazed when I read
statistics indicating the number of
employees who do not use their
vacation days. While I understand
that not everyone can jet off to Paris
or go to Disney World, a “staycation”
on Porchville is often at minimal cost.
In fact, the benefits associated with
chilling and reading a trashy novel or
doing a crossword puzzle or napping
in the middle of the day, all with
some music in the background, are
indescribable. However, if you can
afford an out-of-town vacation, I highly
recommend a trip to enjoy one of
our national parks. My family’s recent
visits to Yosemite, Yellowstone and the
Great Smokey Mountains yielded not
only magnificent views and sightings
of bison, moose and eagles, but plenty
of time to read for pleasure – i.e., not
work; a novel idea, I know – and to play
countless games of Uno and dominoes. 

Need an idea closer to home? A
visit to the zoo, the aviary, Phipps
Conservatory or the Carnegie
Museum – with or without children –
accompanied by a late lunch or early
dinner on the South Side can easily
kill a Saturday or a Sunday. To make it

even more enjoyable, put your phone
on “silent” and promise your companions
that you will only look at it to check
the time (since no one, but me, wears
a watch anymore).

Most importantly, take some time
for yourself, even during the regular
work day. I know that you find this
hard to believe, but the office will
survive without you. It took me many
years to realize that fact, but it is true.
So, how do you drag yourself away
from your desk? As you can imagine,
I have a few suggestions. Make a
commitment to get a massage or a

facial once a month. Set up a regular,
recurring appointment on Friday
afternoon. Block the time on your
calendar, just like you block time for
court appearances or a real estate
closing or another meeting. Make up a
code name for it, so your assistant or
colleagues don’t cancel it because
they think they have something more
important for you to do. 

Not interested in pampering? I have
another idea – get some exercise. Yes,
I said the “E” word. Note that I did not
say, “run a marathon or swim to Cuba
or walk to Connecticut.” I just said,
“exercise.” By that, I mean take 30 to
60 minutes three or four times a week
and get out of your chair and do
something to get your heart pumping.
It can be as simple as walking around
your neighborhood or as organized as
taking a Zumba class or playing in one
of the ACBA sports leagues. Believe it
or not, I do it. 

Bottom line – we are all highly
educated, very smart people. Why is it
that we cannot figure out how to
balance our work life with our home
life? Why do we continually put more
emphasis on work and less emphasis
on home? I think the answer is,
“because that’s the way we always did
it.” As I have said repeatedly over the
last several months, change is a good
thing. It’s ok to try new things or a
different way to do old things. Give
my suggestions a chance, I do not
think you will be disappointed.
Again, when I am in charge of the

world... n

P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S A G E

Do yourself justice – balance work/life scales
By Melaine Shannon Rothey

As the summer draws to a close, the
Steelers begin the quest for another
trip to the Super Bowl, the Penguins
prepare to defend Lord Stanley’s cup
for the fifth time and I find myself
thinking of the back-to-school
shopping trips I used to make for my
kids to buy new shoes, new outfits and
new supplies – including a Trapper
Keeper and, at least, 48 crayons. These
thoughts bring to mind the absolute
necessity for each one of us to look
carefully at our work/life balance. 

Do we spend too many hours in the
office? Too many hours physically
away from the office, but with our
head still in the office as we answer
emails and text messages? I am
confident that the vast majority of my
closest colleagues – both lawyers and
judges – are nodding their heads,
“Yes.” I know that I am. 

Although I nod my head and I
recognize that my work/life balance is
out of whack, I have yet to find the
perfect solution. That being said, I
think that I have located – and even
practiced – some ideas, the best of
which I will share with you. 

Melaine Shannon Rothey
ACBA President

412-281-2200
www.gislaw.com 310 Grant St., Ste. 700, Grant Bldg., Pgh., PA 15219

Gismondi
& associates

Quality…Experience…Results… 
It’s what your clients deserve. 

Auto Accidents Personal Injury

Begin your day with us at

www.pittsburghlegaljournal.org
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PHOTO BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

The ACBA Real Property Section held its annual meeting at the new JLL Center at Tower 
Two-Sixty, in downtown Market Square. The center, which opened this summer, is now among
the largest JLL offices in the U.S.

PHOTO BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

JLL’s Dan Adamski discussed the state of the
Pittsburgh real estate market prior to the happy
hour. Adamski is the managing director in JLL’s
Tenant Representation Group.

PHOTO BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

Andrea Geherty, John Vogel and Laef Metz chat during the
social hour.

PHOTO BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

Krista Kochosky chats with other members of the Real
Property Section. During the presentation, members
learned about the amount of available space in some of
Pittsburgh’s prime, historic buildings.

PHOTO BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

With the buildings around Market Square as the backdrop, Kirk Rys, Real Property
Chair Paul Didomenico and Peter Schnore talk shop on JLL’s patio after the program.

PHOTO BY MARK HIGGS

Frank Kosir (left), vice chair of the Real Property Section, chats with fellow section
member Ed Preston during the mixer.

PHOTO BY MARK HIGGS

Reid Mauro (left) and
Bill Stewart scope out
the scene of the mixer.

Real Property Section
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Your membership gets you expert
help on any insurance issue
To mark ‘Insurance Month,’ ACBA hosts

USI Affinity professionals during October

By David Blaner

We get it. Insurance is complicated.
And it’s getting more and more
complicated as the years go by. 

That’s why we are making October
“Insurance Month” at the ACBA. The
insurance program we offer to our
members – advised and administered
by USI Affinity – is robust and includes
everything from health and dental
insurance to Lawyers’ Professional
Liability coverage and auto policies.

But beyond affordable rates and
the types of coverage offered, one of
the major benefits of our insurance
program is expert guidance and help. 

I can’t emphasize that enough. Any
ACBA member can talk to an
insurance expert – on the phone or in-
person – about any insurance question
...at no charge. 

That’s the concept behind Insurance
Month. We want to remind our members
that this benefit is available to them.
To make having these conversations
as easy as possible, knowledgeable

insurance professionals Bob Cagna
and Michelle Logan from USI Affinity
will be on site at the ACBA offices one
day each week throughout October.

We’ll also be distributing information
at various committee, section and
division meetings, sharing insurance
tips on social media, raffling off gift
cards and more. But the highlighted
feature of Insurance Month will be
these free, in-person insurance
reviews with Michelle and Bob. 

Michelle is an expert in the area of
Lawyers’ Professional Liability
Insurance. Bob is an expert in health
insurance. Both are well-versed in
most other types of insurance, as well. 

Even if you have a question about a
policy you bought through someone
else, you can still bring the question to
Bob and/or Michelle for help. That
expert advice is a key part of our
partnership with USI Affinity and a
benefit you receive for being an
ACBA member.

As I talk to our members on a daily
basis, I routinely hear comments and

questions about insurance of all types,
but health insurance questions are the
most common. 

The Affordable Care Act has
changed the entire insurance business,
and attorneys often talk to me about
how it impacts their coverage, be it
their own personal coverage or finding

a plan for the employees of their
firms. Members – like everyone else –
are confused about how to use the
exchange, pick a carrier, compare
plans and more. Seemingly everyone
has a question about how the new
regulations impact Social Security,
Medicare and/or Medicaid. 

Bob knows this stuff. He can help
you compare a Highmark Plan to a

A Word from the Executive Director

On-site insurance reviews
USI Affinity insurance professionals
Bob Cagna and Michelle Logan will
be at the ACBA offices to answer
members’ insurance questions on
the following days:

Tuesday, Oct. 4 –
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 13 – 
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 18 – 
11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 24 – 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

David Blaner
ACBA Executive Director

Continued on page 7
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University of Pittsburgh School of Law.
Also supporting the program are the
Academy of Trial Lawyers of Allegheny
County and the ACBA Diversity
Collaborative Committee, Civil Litigation
Section, Women in the Law Division
and Arts and the Law Committee.

Attorney Paula Hopkins also
stepped up to the plate to sponsor the
production’s stop in Pittsburgh. She is
eager to see the play.

“Earlier this summer, I heard
Pastor Raphael Warnock from
Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta,
Ga., quote Cornel West, who said,
‘never forget that justice is what love
looks like in public,’ and he
encouraged us to go outside of
ourselves to try to make sense of
what is happening in our country,”
Hopkins said. “It occurred to me that
as attorneys we should be able to
speak about justice. Many of us want
to engage in difficult conversations
about topics like race, gender, religion
and class issues, but we do not know
how to begin. I believe ‘Defamation’
will provide us with a starting point
for these difficult conversations.”

“Defamation,” which premiered in
2010 at the Unitarian Church in
Evanston, Ill., has been seen by more
than 40,000 people throughout the
United States. It was written by
playwright Todd Logan.

A STARTING POINT
continued from front cover

“Whether we like it or not, we still
have major divides in this country.
Most of us still go to bed at night in
cities, communities and neighborhoods
that are segregated by race, religion,
ethnicity and/or class,” Logan said. “I
wanted to write a play that encourages
open, honest conversation that leads
to greater understanding and empathy
to combat today’s prevailing trends.
Making the audience the jury and then
inviting the jury for a post-show
discussion provides a forum to begin
that process.” n

If you’re going
“Defamation” will be staged
in the Teplitz Memorial Moot
Courtroom of the University
of Pittsburgh School of Law
on Friday, Oct. 14, starting
at 7 p.m. A reception begins
at 5:30. The event – which
is open to the public, as 
well – is free for ACBA
members and law students.
To RSVP, contact
homersbrown@acba.org or
412-402-6658 by Oct. 7.

We want people to know it’s OK and necessary to have“

”
the tough conversations with people from all walks of
life, and we shouldn’t be so quick to pass judgement.

– Quinntarra Morant, HSBD Chair

 
OUR COMPUTER FORENSIC EXPERTISE.

NOW IN A BOX.

We get it.  sm

Presenting bit-x-bit in-a-box.™   Our small kit is packed with  
everything you need to collect and preserve electronic evidence 
– affordably and easily. It’s like we are right there with you. 
Learn more by calling 412-325-4033, or visit us at bit-x-bit.com.
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The awards were announced during
the ABA YLD Assembly – which is the
principle policy-making body of the
organization – in front of hundreds of
young lawyers from each of our 50
states. The national recognition is
something to be proud of, and the
awards highlight the strength of our
division. I was very proud to represent
the YLD during the ABA annual meeting,
and I am happy to highlight the
programs awarded, which are some of
the most creative and innovative
projects in the country. 

The significance of these awards
lies in the fact that they are judged by
panels of our peers – young lawyers –
to be the best work of young lawyers
across the country. The Awards of
Achievement are particularly significant
to the ACBA because they reflect the
benefit of bar involvement for lawyers
practicing in Allegheny County during
their first decade and the support
provided by the judiciary and seasoned
attorneys. ACBA President Melaine
Shannon Rothey congratulated the
YLD on these awards during a recent
Board of Governors meeting, and I
pass on her best wishes for our YLD
year to come. The support from the
ACBA – including that of Executive
Director Dave Blaner and YLD liaison
Matt Antico – is much appreciated.
Thank you. 

The Point of Law newsletter is an
example of how involvement in the
YLD can strengthen tangible career
skills. Editor-in-Chief Brandon
McCullough; senior editors Lauren
Melfa Catanzarite, Amanda Hausman
and Louis Kroeck IV; and editors Sara
Linkosky, Max Slater and Robert
Stasa implemented Point of Law from
inception through its inaugural issue.
Those involved developed teamworking,
editing and branding skills that are
helpful to young lawyers in firms,
nonprofits and in-house positions. Our
Communications Committee is working
to make Point of Law a go-to resource
for practice and career-development
tips, substantive legal articles and
news for young lawyers. Those who’d
like to contribute articles should submit a
brief synopsis of their proposed articles
to YLDCommunications@gmail.com.

The American Bar Association also
recognized Michaelene Weimer Rose’s
chair project, Mind Your Manners:
How to Get (and Keep) Your Legal
Career. That event highlighted soft
skills – such as networking during a
business dinner, how to follow-up on
an interview and social media manners –
that aren’t taught in law school but
make lasting impressions. The Mind
Your Manners presenter informed
attendees that good manners is about
making others feel at ease. Michaelene’s
event was recognized by the ABA both
as a recipient of a grant to support the
program and afterwards as a recognition
of its success. 

The YLD focuses on community
service through our Public Service
Committee, and the second-place
honor for the Fairy Tale Mock Trial
event recognized the work of chairs
Genevieve Pecharka and Catherine
Loeffler and their volunteer cast.
Genevieve and Catherine organized
Goldie Lock’s trial for children at
libraries in Shaler and Dormont, and
the youngsters in the crowd proved to
be eager jurors who participated in
heated debates about Goldie Lock’s
guilt or innocence. The program is a
reminder to young attorneys of the
unique role lawyers play in our
communities and the special position
we are in to assist others. Genevieve
and Catherine found chairing the
event to be very rewarding and express
their thanks to those attorneys who
volunteered with the program. 

Finally, the ACBA YLD as a whole
was recognized as having the second-
best comprehensive programming in
the country for our division. This is a
tremendous accomplishment, and it

YLD RECOGNIZED
continued from front cover

reflects the amount of quality YLD
programming that we facilitate. Last
bar year, that programming included
the annual Children in Shelter Holiday
Party; Making a Murderer Roundtable;
a CLE on deposition skills; Esquires
and Espressos; BLI’s Literacy Initiative
Project; Diverse Law Student Reception;
Judicial Team Trivia; Strike Out
Hunger; and Lunch with the Judges.

As chair during the year of projects,
Michaelene recognizes the work of the
YLD as a whole, which she described
as “a dedicated group of young
lawyers who are truly invested in
bettering both the legal community
and the Allegheny County community
at large.” I couldn’t agree more, and I
look forward to working with YLD
members this year on exciting quality
program and continuing the ACBA
YLD’s history of national recognition
by the American Bar Association. n

Children in Shelter Holiday Party

Making a Murderer Roundtable

Esquires and Espressos

Diverse Law Student Reception

Strike Out Hunger

Lunch with the Judges

UPMC plan, for example. He can tell
you about the impacts any coverage
you select might have on Medicare.
Most importantly, he can help to
ensure you are comparing apples to
apples when making an insurance
decision. And you can stop by and talk
to him – for free – simply to review
your situation during our Insurance
Month events, (or email him at any
time at bob.cagna@usiaffinity.com). 

As for Lawyers’ Professional Liability
insurance, it’s essential for you, as an
attorney, to have this coverage in
order to protect yourself from mal-
practice. For more on this topic, stop
by and visit Michelle during one of the
October’s on-site insurance review
sessions and get a little more
information on the various available

INSURANCE MONTH
continued from page 5

packages (or email her at any time at
michelle.logan@usiaffinity.com).

One more important thing to note:
these review sessions will not be time-
share-like sales pitches, I can promise
you that. We want to provide valuable
information to our members through
these sessions, but if you are interested in
looking for a policy, of course Bob and/or
Michelle can help you find the best deal.

I mentioned earlier that questions
about insurance are among the most
common questions I hear from our
members. Similarly, I hear that the
insurance benefits we offer through
USI Affinity are among our most
valuable offerings. You have nothing
to lose by learning a little more during
Insurance Month at the ACBA.

For more information on our
insurance program, see acba.org/
USI-Affinity. n

Mind Your Manners: How to Get (and Keep) Your Legal Career
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New resource center provides safe,
confidential environment for victims
Facility is first element
of three-pronged effort 
to improve handling of
family-violence matters

By Tracy Carbasho

The Allegheny County Family Court
and community service agencies are
trying to minimize the impact of
domestic violence by creating a more
safe and confidential environment
for victims.

As part of its ongoing mission to
address the needs of individuals
involved in domestic violence, the court
recently opened the Safe Families
Resource Center on the third floor of
the Family Courthouse

“I hope the center will increase the
sense of safety for victims of violence,
enable us to use lethality assessments
to increase actual safety and triage
the cases for more effective case man-
agement,” said Family Division
Administrative Judge Kim Berkeley
Clark. “Overall, I would like to see a
reduction in fatalities in domestic
violence cases in Allegheny County.”

According to the Pennsylvania
Coalition Against Domestic Violence,
the county had the highest rate of
domestic violence-related homicides
in the state in 2013 and 2014, which
are the most recent years for which
numbers were released. There were
22 domestic violence-related
homicides in 2014, a decline from the
28 reported in 2013. Approximately
4,000 individuals seek protection-
from-abuse relief in the county’s
Family Court each year.

Court officials designed the new
resource center in a way that mitigates
interaction between conflicting parties
and provides a safe haven for children
who are often caught in the middle of
domestic disputes. 

“The center provides a physical
environment where victims and
children, victim advocates, attorneys
and their clients, court staff and
others can address domestic violence
issues in a manner which respects
confidentiality and case integrity and
reduces trauma,” said Cynthia Stoltz,
administrator for the Children’s Court
of the Fifth Judicial District of
Pennsylvania. “The space provides
confidential areas for professionals

to assist with lethality assessments
and referrals for an array of 
needed services.”

Court personnel are afforded a
professional environment that
ensures case integrity, provides
enhanced security and respects the
sensitive nature of their work. The
center includes offices for staff
members; private conference and
interview rooms; secure doors and a
panic button to alert security personnel
of any potential safety concerns; and
separate spaces for defendants and
plaintiffs to check in and wait in order
to avoid any contact and subsequent
conflicts between the parties.

The center also incorporates the
PFA Department and the courtroom
where domestic violence proceedings
are held, both of which were already

located in this area on the third floor.
Beth Keenan, the assistant administrator
for the Children’s Court PFA Department,
oversees all activities of the center.
Victor Johnson, a representative from
the Children’s Court Office of Human
Services, also works at the center to
help identify the resources – such as
housing or mental health assistance –
that victims and their children
might need.

Stoltz said one of the crown jewels
of the center is a waiting room and
play area for children. Including this
designated area was significant
because children often accompany
caregivers who are seeking the
court’s assistance. Without this play
area, children would be subjected to
hearing the traumatic details or
reliving the event which prompted

their caregiver to request the 
court’s protection.

The Family Courthouse offers a
children’s playroom on the first floor,
but the new center enables the family
members to stay in close proximity to
each other. An added level of comfort
is provided by the transparency that
permits both the children and their
caregivers to see each other at all
times without the child being able to
hear the conversation.

Stoltz said the project required the
redesign and build-out of space that
was already available in the court-
house. A cost has not been divulged
for the project, but officials say it was
possible through the generosity and
collaboration of local organizations,
including Child Watch of Pittsburgh,
Allies for Children, the Pittsburgh
Child Guidance Foundation and the
National Council of Jewish Women.

Family Division Judge Daniel Regan
said the center is the foundational first
part of a three-prong strategy to
improve the court’s handling of family
violence matters. The center represents
the first step, which was to provide safe
space. The second part is ensuring the
court has adequate staffing to address
the number and complexity of domestic
violence cases. The third part of the
court’s plan is ensuring that best practices
and procedures are implemented. 

The third step featured the formation
of a Family Violence Workgroup,
which is co-chaired by Regan and
Carla Hobson, a hearing officer for
the Children’s Court. The group –
comprised of individuals representing
the courts, law enforcement, advocacy
groups and other stakeholders –
recently began holding meetings.

Regan said the group has been
working with experts from the National
Council of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges, which completed a trauma
audit of the Family Division in 2015
at the request of Judge Clark.
Recommendations from the audit
are being used to help the court identify
best practices intended to create a
trauma-responsive environment for
all parties involved in Family Court.

“Family violence training, including
intimate partner violence and the co-
occurrence of child maltreatment,
with national and local experts and in
accordance with the trauma audit
reports will be ongoing,” Regan said.
“Overall, the workgroup will serve as
the vehicle for a coordinated, community
response to family violence.” n

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARGARET STANLEY/ALLEGHENY COUNTY

The Safe Families Resource Center recently opened in the Allegheny
County Family Courthouse. Attending the ribbon-cutting ceremony, from
left, were Anne Lewis, board member of Allies for Children; President
Judge Jeffrey Manning; Martha Isler, board president of Allies for Children;
Judith Horgan, board vice president of Allies for Children and founder of
Child Watch of Pittsburgh; Administrative Judge Kim Berkeley Clark;
County Executive Rich Fitzgerald; Lynette Lederman, chair of the
National Council of Jewish Women’s children’s playrooms; Allies for
Children Executive Director Patrick Dowd; Pamela Golden, executive
director of the Pittsburgh Child Guidance Foundation; and Lorraine
Bittner, associate director of the Women’s Center and Shelter of 
Greater Pittsburgh.
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SERVING 30+ 
LAW FIRMS

Looking for an IT provider? 
Dive below the surface.

There are many fish in the 
sea, but few are sharks.
Expect More.
Get the full checklist for  
Choosing and IT Provider: www.apogee.com/list

www.apogeepgh.com

BUILDING I T  ::  SECURING I T  ::  SUPPORTING I T  ::  IMPROVING I T

412.928.8670

Louis B. Kushner

Alan C. Blanco Noah R. JordanErnest B. Orsatti

LABOR & EMPLOYMENT ATTORNEYS

EMPLOYMENT LITIGATION ATTORNEYS

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

(412) 338-1100   

www.rothmangordon.com

James W. Carroll, Jr. Lori R. Miller Stephen H. Jordan

PHOTOS BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

Nick Grimm, the Parker + Lynch Legal attorney search director, outlines career-
advancement paths for attorneys working for law firms, as in-house corporate counsel
and in nontraditional roles. Grimm was one of two presenters for the YLD’s “5 Things
You Should be Doing Now to Get the Career You Want” Esquires and Espressos program
on Sept. 9.

Co-presenter Jim Cafaro, director of placement and 
e-discovery solutions at Special Counsel, outlines what
young attorneys should be doing to position themselves
to get the career they want. Held at ACBA headquarters,
the program was organized by YLD Chair Laura Bunting.

Andrew Rothey of the YLD asks about the steps
involved in establishing a sole-practitioner firm.

With about a dozen attendees, the breakfast meeting allowed for an open discussion 
during and after the presentation.

Esquires and Espressos
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Don’t invite your client to micromanage; be the boss
By Barb Shah

I remember hearing from others
about the days when clients took cases
to lawyers and then sat back and waited
for the lawyer to tell them what they
were supposed to do, including telling
them how much to settle a personal
injury case for, and in a divorce case
when to move out and file for divorce.
In general the lawyers called the
shots, and the clients were supposed
to do what their lawyer told them to do
— kind of the way people tend to treat
their doctors and medical advice;
whatever my doctor says, that must be
the right treatment for what ails me.
(Of course, now we know from recent
studies that even getting a free pizza
from a drug rep may influence a doctor’s
prescribing decisions.)

As a high-minded young lawyer, I
thought clients needed to be involved
in making decisions in a case; lawyers
should make sure their clients
understand the law and the issues
involved in their cases and keep their
clients involved in the decision-making
process regarding developments in
their cases.

Of course this presented some
practical problems in the days before
widespread cell-phone use. How to
keep clients in the loop when some
decisions have to be made on the spot,
or at least quickly? I would have my
staff try to make sure a client was near
a phone when important decisions had

to be made promptly. I knew where all
the pay phones were downtown. When
opposing counsel called to ask for an
indulgence on a case, I would beg for
time to consult my client.

Gradually, I developed a general
rapport with my clients, in which we
would meet and discuss practical
difficulties in a case as well as potential
methods of overcoming those difficulties,
and the client would agree in advance
to a certain course of action. I would
keep the client informed by providing
all of the documents or correspondence

in a case with an explanation of how
this figured into our overall plan. That
freed me up to make small decisions,
just informing the client of the decision
and the reason/outcome of that decision.
I could grant continuances and
extensions to opposing counsel and in
general manage the course of a case.

However, there were those times when
a client insisted on a particular course
of action in a case, and I disagreed with
the client’s demand. What to do then?

It is such a delight to me that there
are dedicated and experienced lawyers
who make themselves available to
give advice to less-experienced lawyers;
I have had the honor of being on the
receiving end of some great advice
over the years. One such piece of
advice was to pick your battles; try to
limit going to court unless you were
pretty sure of the outcome of a
particular motion or argument,
unless it was crucial to your case, to
avoid adverse rulings. What that
means to your case and your client is
that, if you only request court action
on items which are likely to be granted,
your opposing counsel/client begins to
see you as a winner and may be more
disposed to consider settlement terms
more favorable to your client. And in
this era of “one judge, one case”
situations, the judge begins to see you
and your client in a more favorable
light. And when you are billing on an
hourly basis, it saves your client
money. Definitely a win-win.

How times have changed! Now with
instant access, our clients are always
available by smartphone, computer or
whatever. We communicate instantly
by text messages. Clients can approve
even the smallest decision without
delay. But experience has taught me
that these small decisions are the
province of the lawyer; they are part
of the fabric of the case the lawyer is
weaving, in accordance with the
agreed-upon goals of the lawyer-client
relationship. Now that instant
response is available, I no longer need
it. In fact, it allows the client to
demand instant responses from the
lawyer, when an instant response is
either not possible or inappropriate.
Clients must trust the lawyer, and they
must learn to work through their own
anxieties and misgivings without
receiving instant approval or responses
from the lawyer.

Don’t get me wrong, I’m still in the
business of making sure the client
understands the law and his/her case
and participates in goal-setting. But
when push comes to shove, I have to
look the client in the eye across the
desk and let them know who’s the boss.

If they don’t trust me, they can find
another lawyer. It’s my name and my
reputation on the line, as well as their
case, and I’m not going to allow the
client to risk either of them by insisting
on an ill-advised course of action. I’ve
come to terms with this, and I am at
peace with it. I’m the boss. n

Barb Shah

v i s i t  t h e  a c b a  w e b s i t e  a t  w w w . a c b a . o r g .
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PHOTOS BY MARK HIGGS

Jennifer Sommer discusses matters that can arise when family law and
real estate intersect. Hosted by the Family Law Section, the Aug. 30
“Real Estate Issues in Family Law and Beyond” CLE also featured 
panelist Joseph Gramc.

Panelists also included Mikki Crown (left) and Jessica Crown. The CLE
focused on foreclosures, real estate taxes and refinancing options.

Family Law CLE

Market Your Practice Online with the ACBA
Need new clients? We’ll help bring them to you.

For information about how the Lawyer Referral Service can help more clients find YOU,
please contact Whitney Hughes at 412-402-6703 or whughes@acba.org. For a closer look
at this unique Pittsburgh legal service, please visit www.GetAPittsburghLawyer.com.
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Lawyers’ Mart
APPRAISALS

ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
1990. Expert Witness. Diminished Value. Certified
Appraiser - K. Merusi. 412-731-2878.

CAREER CONSULTING
CHRIS MILLER, J.D. – 20+ years providing confidential
career consulting services for lawyers in transition.
412-926-5207. www.millercareerconsulting.com.

DOCUMENT EXAMINER/
HANDWRITING

J. WRIGHT LEONARD, BCFE, CDE. Certified. Experienced
in Federal, State & Local Courts. Testimony in Civil &
Criminal Matters. 215-735-4000.

ECONOMIST/VOC. EXPERT
WM. HOUSTON REED, Ph.D. – 25+yrs. of forensic
economics & vocational eval. expertise in one report.
1-888-620-8933.

ESTATE PLANNING
IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE
GIVING as part of their estate planning The Pittsburgh
Presbytery Foundation can provide a means to support
charitable work helping those in need throughout SW
Pennsylvania. For more information contact the Foundation
at www.pghpresbytery.org/pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or
Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at 412-323-1400 Ext 318.

OFFICE SPACE
AVAILABLE

FURNISHED OFFICE IN OGC LAW – office suite for
sublet in Mt. Lebanon business district. $549/month.
Contact Greg Teufel at gteufel@ogclaw.net.

PROCESS SERVICE
INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES
TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION (412)
921-4046. Visit us on our website, www.empireinv.com.

Employment
Where

Meets The Law
Johnston Lykos provides clients with 
advice, counseling and representation 
in all aspects of employment law.

412.325.7700 • www.johnstonlykos.law

News and Notes
Francis E. Pipak Jr. has been honored with an Alumni of

Distinction Award from Saint Vincent College. The award
was in recognition of meritorious service and commitment to
Saint Vincent. Pipak is a partner with Pietragallo Gordon
Alfano Bosick and Raspanti, LLP, and chair of the firm’s
risk management and workers’ compensation practice group.

People on the
Move
Richard A. Marhefka

and Lori R. Miller have
been promoted to partners at Rothman
Gordon, P.C. In his 20 years of practice,
Marhefka has had experience with jury
and non-jury trials, arbitrations and 
mediations, and has negotiated settlements
for individuals injured in accidents. In
addition to his personal injury practice, he
is a member of the firm’s Workers’ 
Compensation and Social Security Disability

practices. Miller focuses her practice on commercial and residential real estate
and employment, commercial and general business litigation.

Bar Briefs

Francis E.
Pipak Jr.

Richard A.
Marhefka

Lori R.
Miller

Registration information for all programs unless otherwise noted:
Mail in registration form with payment to the ACBA CLE Department at

400 Koppers Building, 436 Seventh Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15219.
Credit card registration is also available online at
www.acba.org/CLE-Events/Events-and-Programs.

TAXATION SECTION
What Estate Planners Need to Know About Proposed
Section 2704 Valuation Discount Regulations

In August, the Treasury Department issued long-awaited proposed regulations
concerning the valuation of business interests for estate, gift and generation-
skipping tax purposes. Final regulations are expected late this year or in early

2017. These new rules will apply only to transfers occurring after the 
regulations are finalized. The regulations would have a substantial impact on
estate planning issues. This timely panel discussion will explore the proposed
regulations and provide last-minute planning ideas. *Lunch will be served.

Credits: 1 hour of Substantive CLE credit • When: Friday, Oct. 14, 2016 •
Registration: 11:30 a.m. • Time: noon - 1 p.m. • Where: Rivers Club, One
Oxford Centre, 301 Grant St., Pittsburgh, PA 15219 • Cost: $30 for Taxation
Section members, $50 for ACBA members, $75 for all others • Last date to 
pre-register: Wednesday, Oct. 12, 11:59 p.m.

WOMEN IN THE LAW DIVISION
Trailblazers in Allegheny County: Honoring Judge

Eunice Ross. How Far Have We Come?
The Hon. Eunice Ross has led a long, distinguished legal career in Western
Pennsylvania. This program will honor Judge Ross for her accomplishments
and discuss the progress women in the legal profession have made. Panelists
will explore the challenges Judge Ross and other women lawyers and judges
have faced, including how Judge Ross and the courts have handled these

issues. The panel will discuss the history of women in the law in the Pittsburgh
area and the rules against bias and harassment issued by the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court for the Unified Judicial System and the actions being taken by
the Court to assure that those rules are enforced and effective. Additionally,
the panelists will explore the application of the Rules of Professional Conduct
and the ABA Model Rules to discriminatory behavior and how the courts

recently have handled discrimination issues in the practice of law. Judge Ross
and Judge Rochelle Friedman will participate in the discussion.

*Lunch will be served. *Immediately following the program will be a birthday
celebration and recognition of Judge Ross.

Credits: 1 hour of Ethics CLE credit • When: Thursday, Oct. 6, 2016 •
Registration: 11:30 a.m. • Time: noon - 1 p.m. • Where: Engineers’ Society 
of Western Pennsylvania, 337 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222 • 
Cost: $55 for ACBA members, $65 for all others • Last date to pre-register:
Tuesday, Oct. 4, 11:59 p.m.

Opinions
The Pittsburgh Legal Journal provides ACBA

members with timely, precedent-setting, full text opinions,
from various divisions of the Court of Common Pleas.
These opinions can be viewed in a searchable format

on the ACBA website, www.acba.org.
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